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                Just because you did not find it does not mean MK does not have it!

            
            
                We are sorry that the page you are trying to access does not seem to be available.            

            
                To find what you are looking for you can:            
	Start from the homepage and select a topic area to explore facts about MK.
	Go to browse page to filter and download/view datasources within
                    MK:Insight.
                
	If you don't know what MK:Insight is or what you can do with it, have a look at some quick facts about MK:Insight
	
                    As an alternative, search for a keyword within MK:Insight using the search box above
                
	
                    If you cannot find what you need please contact us, we may be able to help.
                



            
        
        
            MK Intelligence Observatory

            
                If you have arrived here following a link to the MK Intelligence Observatory, please be aware that
                this facility does no longer exists and has been replaced by the current portal: MK Insight. It is likely that the information you were
                trying to access on the MK Intelligence Observatory has been transferred to MK Insight. Please use
                the search facility (search box below) or browse the data and reports available through the
                corresponding menu items above.
            

        
    
    

    


Quick facts about MK:Insight


    Here some quick facts about MK:Insight portal.



      
    Which contents are available in MK:Insight?

  
 
  
  From the homepage You can browse insights about Milton Keynes.
Start selecting a topic area to explore facts about MK.

  

  
  
  Currently, there are  reports available.
Want to know more? Start from the browse feature or the search page.

  

  

  
  MK:Insight includes 439 data sources. You can either have a preview within MK:Insight or download the data source files.

  

  

  
    What can I find out about Milton Keynes?

  
 
  
  MK:Insight provides data supported facts about Milton Keynes. You can start browsing among the topic areas on the MK:Insight homepage.

  

  

  
    What can I do with MK:Insight?

  
 
  
  From the homepage it is possible to browse a selection of facts about MK extracted by the datasources within MK:insight.

  

  

  
  From the browse page it is possible to filter datasources by category.
From the browse page it is possible to download sources or have a preview of their contents.

  

  

  
  By selecting to preview a datasource you can look at the file content and extract figures from it.

  

  
  
  Within the search page it is possible to filter contents based on keywords, tags and categories.

  

  




    Contact

    [contact]

    

    


  

    
        
           The data above has been obtained from the MK:Insight portal (mkinsight.org) and might
            include data produced/distributed by the Office for National Statistics (www.ons.gov.uk) under the Open
            Goverment Licence.        
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